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1 - Atlanta Challenge can come to your location. 
Atlanta Challenge is based right here in Atlanta. We can meet you on your campus, a local park or almost 
any other site.  
 

2 - Atlanta Challenge has fun events with powerful lessons. 
Our team building experiences are designed to be metaphors for day-to-day situations. Learning from these 
metaphors can help guide your students to work together better. 
 

 

3 - Atlanta Challenge has customer-friendly policies. 
Being a local company means we can respond to changes quickly, even if the weather or other challenges 
disrupt your schedule. We can change locations or events if needed, or work with you to find a new date with 
a minimum of hassle or expense. 
 

 

4 - Atlanta Challenge has great pricing. 
No travel costs in metro Atlanta We’re local, so our rates are low. 
 

No sales people You work directly with our trainers, so you only pay for the team building, not commissions. 
 

Per-person pricing At Atlanta Challenge, we price per person once we get over a certain minimum that co-
vers our basic expenses.  This helps you save money by just paying for the group you have. 

 
5 - Atlanta Challenge has something for everyone. 
We have a wide variety of activities and formats, which means you can find a program that has just the right 
level of activity for everyone in your group. We make sure that everyone is having a good time and can fully 
participate to ensure that they stay involved. Our activities draw on a variety of individual strengths, allowing 
everyone to have their moment to shine and appreciate what everyone brings to the team.  
 

A few of the groups we have worked with: 

5 Ways Atlanta Challenge Helps Your Students 
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Event Categories & Pricing 

TEAM SKILLS: High content workshops. 

Participants learn information on collaboration, brainstorming, etc, then engage in small group discus-

sions and fun hands-on projects to ensure that they are fully involved and enjoying the process. 

 

TEAM FUN: High-energy, exciting activities. 

These events are all about having fun while being creative, competitive and outrageous. Some are very 

active, some are mostly seated, but all of them are a great time. 

 

TEAM WORK: Interactive learning experiences. 

Our hands-on teamwork projects and challenges help students implement and practice teamwork in a 

practical way. This “experiential education” approach is a perfect way for students to practice “soft skills.” 

 

TEAM SERVICE: Character building and community service. 

These programs are all about getting to know each other, having fun together, and giving back to the 

community. This helps students be more positive, more dedicated, and more inclusive 

How does the rate chart work?  

Each event shows the rates for different size groups. Simply find the correct column for your group size, 

and multiply that rate times the number of people in your group. That’s it! No other fees, taxes or charges 

(unless we’re traveling or doing custom work).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What if a group is smaller or larger than what’s listed?  

In most cases, if your group size is under a certain size then a flat rate applies. 

If your group is over the largest number in the rate chart, we will provide you with a custom rate. Give us 

a call, it will only take a moment. 

your group size x = your total per person rate for the program  

Size <15 15+ 35+ 50+ 75+ 115+ 160+ 225+ 

iPads $1,200 $80  $77 $74 $71 $68 $65 $62  

BYOD $975 $65 $62 $59 $56 $53 $50 $47 

Flat rate only 
Per-person rate only 
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While it’s important for your team to have a lot 

of fun during their event, it’s even more im-

portant that they take away ideas that they can 

take action on. In order to give participants en-

during tools that they can use after the event, 

we draw on the metaphor of a compass, with 

each direction representing one of the four are-

as of team success: Effectiveness, Innovation, 

Accountability and Trust. These four traits are 

based on the four primary thinking styles be-

hind all of the personality profile systems. This 

leads to better understanding and implementa-

tion of the lessons from your team building ex-

perience by engaging the entire brain and 

drawing from everyone’s unique strengths. 
 

North represents direction, effectiveness, 

staying on task, and evaluating your progress. 

How effective was your team at reaching its 

objective? How honestly and accurately do you 

measure your results? 
 

South represents warmth, relationships, and 

trust. How does your team support each other 

and create an environment where everyone 

can be at their best? Do you have a code of 

conduct that respects all team members? 

East represents the sunrise, new beginnings 

and innovation. How does your team explore 

new possibilities and approaches? How open 

are you to different ideas and taking risks? 
 

West represents the sunset, completion and 

accountability. How does your team assign 

various functions? How do you hold each other 

and your team accountable? 
 

The Needle represents focus. What is your 

team paying attention to? Are you more fo-

cused on problems or solutions? Obstacles or 

opportunities? Conflict or connection? And 

most importantly: where do you go from here? 
 

Our experienced facilitators will help your team 

observe and reflect on how they respond to the 

activities- and each other- in order to draw out 

lessons that they can apply in the future. By 

bringing the ideas out from the group, there is 

more ownership of the experience, and greater 

implementation of those ideas. 

The Teamwork Compass® 

It’s more than a logo, it’s a powerful system for helping your team be the best they can be. 



Indoor/Outdoor 

Events 
Events that can be all indoors, all outdoors, 

or some of each. 
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BREAKING NEWS 

Overview 

Teams take on the roll of tabloid reporters as they scour the area for ma-

terial to create a news story sure to go viral. In order to produce their 

NON POLITICAL story they, will need to conduct interviews, film back-

ground footage, take witty photos of their team (and other teams) and 

compile a final news story to present to the rest of the group. The teams 

then vote for the best Breaking News story. 

 

Goals 

✓  Practice collaboration and innovation. 

✓  Get to know team mates better while having a great time. 

 

Rates 

A hilarious team building romp that engages creativity and  

collaboration while teams create a sensational news story. 

 

Details 

 

Length: 

1-2 hours 

 

Activity level: 

Moderate 

 

Location: 

Indoors and/or outdoors 

 

Group size:  

8 - 1,000 people 

 

Team size: 

4 - 6 people each 

 

Includes: 

Complete facilitation,  

event materials, team  

bandanas, event  

pictures and videos. 

Program content: 

TEAM SKILLS 
    

TEAM FUN 
    

TEAM WORK 
    

TEAM BOND 
    

TEAM WORK 

Group <12 12-34 35-49 50-74 75-114 115-159 160-224 225-300 300+ 

w/iPads - $2,240* $64 $63 $59 $55 $51 $47 call 

BYOD - $1,820* $52 $48 $44 $40 $36 $32 call 

* Groups under 35 people use the flat rate listed. 35 or more are per person only. 

“You are very helpful with excellent customer service. The facilitators ran a tight ship 

and were encouraging and excited for the event. Thanks again for your time with 

us!” ~ Mount Vernon Presbyterian School 



Agenda & Activity Descriptions 
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BREAKING NEWS 

Welcome & Warm-Ups (10 minutes) Our staff welcome 

the participants and build excitement for the team building 

activity. We then lead some fun warm-up activities that 

also randomly create small teams.  

Team Up! (5 minutes) Teammates get to know each other 

and develop a network name and slogans. 

Event Intro (5 minutes) Our on-site facilitator introduces 

the event and reviews the rules and other essential de-

tails. Teams review their materials, delegate team member 

roles, and discuss their strategy for accomplishing all parts 

of their news story and the corporate scavenger hunt.  

News Challenges (45-90 minutes) Our app guides each 

team through a series of news objectives designed to help 

prepare their story for “airing.” Possible tasks include: 

Station Identification: Each team designs a creative 

name and logo for their fictitious news network. 

Topic Selection: Each team selects a category for their 

story, such as student life, home, health, sports, etc, but 

NOT politics! 

Research: Using the general public and other partici-

pants as their sources, each team will conduct inter-

views about how people feel about the story they have 

uncovered. 

Support Material: Teams will take a range of photos 

that help demonstrate their story, and create additional 

props that support the angle of their story. 

Video Advertisements: Using their iPads, teams film 

short infomercials about their network and an ad from a 

“sponsor.” 

News Trivia: As teams complete the core missions, 

they will also complete fun news quizzes where they will 

try to correctly identify which news stories are real and 

which ones are fake. 

Publishing (10-15 minutes) Teams reconvene at the 

starting area to finalize their stories and upload them.  

Viewing (5-15 minutes) Each news story (90 seconds) is 

viewed and scored by the entire group.  

Awards (5 minutes) The top scoring team wins the title of 

Spin-Master. Other recognitions such as “Most Creative” 

“Most Outrageous” and other categories can be acknowl-

edged as well. 

Wrap-Up (5 minutes) We end the team building activity 

with a fun closing challenge and a group picture.  

- - - 

After Party Slideshow If you would like a visual wrap-up 

to your team building activity, or just to run pictures during 

dinner, we can provide a website link so your team can 

immediately view photos and videos from your event. 
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0verview 
Teams demonstrate their creativity, tenacity and flexibility as they use an 

assortment of materials to design and assemble an awe-inspiring and ef-

fective catapult. Then they face off against another team and attempt to 

demolish the other team’s fortress while furiously defending and rebuild-

ing their own. This event has many powerful teamwork lessons, all 

wrapped up in an incredibly fun and high energy format. 

 

Goals & 0utcomes 
✓  Enhance creativity and collaboration. 

✓  Develop problem solving and time management skills. 

✓  Build morale and camaraderie through hilarious competition 

 

Rates 
 

An hilarious game combining engineering, teamwork  

and ruthless competition into an awesome event. 

“Atlanta Challenge was a wonderful experience for our STEAM participants. 
Our STEAM group really has come together to work better as a team since 
the event. o put together the photo gallery for us. “  East Lake YMCA 

TEAM WORK 

 

Details 

 

Length: 

2 hours  
 

Activity: 

Moderate 
 

Location: 

Indoors or outdoors in a 

large open space. 
 

Group size: 

10-300 people. 
 

Includes: 

Complete facilitation, all  

materials, team bandanas, 

event photos and videos. 

Program content: 

TEAM SKILLS 
    

TEAM FUN 
    

TEAM WORK 
    

TEAM SERVE 
    

Group <12 12-34 35-49 50-74 75-114 115-159 160-224 225-300 300+ 

Rate - $1,575* $45 $41 $37 $33 $29 $25 call 

* Groups under 35 people use the flat rate listed. 35 or more are per person only. 



Agenda & Activity Descriptions 
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Welcome & Warm-Ups (5-10 minutes) Atlanta Challenge 

staff welcome the participants and lead some fun warm-up 

activities to get the group fully engaged. 

Team Up! (5 minutes) Our last warm-up game will also 

randomly create small teams. Once in their teams, partici-

pants take a moment to get to know each other better. 

Event Intro (5 minutes) The rules for the event are ex-

plained, and materials are distributed to the teams. 

Design Phase (5-10 minutes) The teams examine their 

building materials and develop various ideas for what to 

build and how to build it. This is done as a separate phase 

so that conversations can take place later on about how 

the group shares, and hears, different ideas. 

Building Phase (30-40 minutes) Teams build their cata-

pults with one eye on creativity and the other on quality. 

Their catapult will earn points for creativity and quality, as 

well as for how well it throws. This creates interesting in-

sights into how the team makes decisions and executes 

their plans. 

PR & Test Range (10 minutes) Each team brings their 

catapult to the launching area to brag about their engi-

neering and creative superiority. They will then have an 

opportunity to do a test round and make improvements 

before the main event. 

The Duel (10 minutes) Each team is paired up with anoth-

er team, and attempts to fire as many birds as they can at 

the other team’s wall to knock down their pigs, while at the 

same time keep their own wall rebuilt while under fire. Fi-

nal points are awarded based on the quality of their cata-

pult, how much wall their team has standing, and how 

many pigs have survived.  

Team Presentations (10-15 minutes) The teams come 

together at the end of the program to share their insights 

about what it takes to be creative AND effective, especial-

ly while under time pressure and facing stiff competition. 
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“I wanted to thank you so much for an incredible experience which you provided our 

students.  We all loved our time together so much and I believe real camaraderie 

and teamwork was instilled in our students.”  ~ Heritage Prep 

Overview 

Experience the thrill of your own TV spin-off in this exciting soft skills pro-

gram. Guided by our on-site facilitators and our award winning app, 

teams will produce a before and after presentation showing the transform-

ative powers of the Teamwork Compass®. Teams can choose from vari-

ous styles such sportscast, house flip, restaurant rescue, intervention, 

Makeover, etc.  This is a more approachable way to tackle team develop-

ment topics that be intense for students, or used as a fun way to kick off a 

new chapter in a team. 

 

Goals 

✓  Practice collaboration and innovation. 

✓  Develop a team charter and identity that fosters success. 

✓  Get to know team mates better while building morale & camaraderie. 

 

Rates 

In this team development “TV show,” teams transform themselves 

from a struggling group to a high performing world-class team. 

 

Details 

 

Length: 

3 hours +/- 

 

Activity level: 

Moderate 

 

Location: 

Indoors and/or outdoors 

 

Group size:  

6 - 1,000 people 

 

Team size: 

4 - 6 people each 

 

Includes: 

Complete facilitation,  

event materials, team  

bandanas, event  

pictures and videos. 

Program content: 

TEAM SKILLS 
    

TEAM FUN 
    

TEAM WORK 
    

TEAM BOND 
    

TEAM WORK 

Group <12 12-34 35-49 50-74 75-114 115-159 160-224 225-300 300+ 

w/iPads - $2,240* $64 $63 $59 $55 $51 $47 call 

BYOD - $1,820* $52 $48 $44 $40 $36 $32 call 

* Groups under 35 people use the flat rate listed. 35 or more are per person only. 

TEAM  
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Welcome & Warm-Ups (10-15 minutes) Our staff wel-

come the participants and build excitement for the team 

development activity. We then lead some fun warm-up 

activities that also randomly create small teams.  

Team Up! (5-10 minutes) Teammates get to know each 

other and develop team names and slogans. 

Event Intro (5-10 minutes) Our on-site facilitator introduc-

es the event, and goes over the rules and other essential 

details. Teams review their materials, delegate team mem-

ber roles, and discuss their strategy for producing their 

transformation show.  

Transformation Content Our app guides teams through 

a series of exercises and points-driven quizzes that help 

identify the potential pitfalls of a struggling team and the 

strengths of a great team: 

Teamwork Compass
®
 The Teamwork Compass

®
 is a 4

-quadrant model of what is needed for an effective team, 

and how everyone has strengths in different areas. 

Effective Communication This module builds on the 

Teamwork Compass by exploring the essential elements 

of effective communication and active listening skills.  

Code of Honor The group creates a set of guidelines 

for how they will interact in order to ensure high levels of 

trust and prevent conflicts.   

Group Problem Solving This module gives teams a 

system to help them stay on track and find constructive 

solutions. 

Transformation Show Each team will pick the format and 

style for their transformation show, and will then create the 

various ingredients in the app.  

Before: A short scene showing what the team was like 

before they knew better, and the consequences of that 

level of performance.  

Intervention: In a fun and over-the-top way, teams 

show how their coach/mentor/guide/advisor wakes them 

up, points out the issues, and pushes them to peak per-

formance. 

After: The “big reveal” of the results of their team devel-

opment—what the team looks and acts like now, why 

they are committed to this level of performance, and 

what the results are from operating at this level.  

Photo Challenges: These are fun thematic pictures 

teams take for extra points along the way. 

Bonus Challenges: Additional trivia and other extra 

point teamwork challenges pop up in the app. These can 

be custom built* for your organization to review im-

portant content, or to build awareness. 

Scoring & Voting (10 minutes) Teams reconvene, finalize 

their own scoring, and vote for their favorite presentation.  

Review (5-10 minutes) We discuss lessons learned during 

the program and ideas for implementing best practices in 

real life. 

Wrap-Up (10-15 minutes) We end with a fun closing activ-

ity and a group picture. 

 

TEAM  

*Ask us about the additional fee for custom content. 
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0verview 
The perfect program for groups that want the challenge of a ropes course, 

but without the physical demand. We present the Teamwork Compass™ 

which is a powerful tool that helps groups understand the four foundation-

al elements of a successful team. Students then work through a series of 

hands-on challenges that help them see how much more effectively they 

can operate when using these key attributes. Teams will communicate 

better, solve problems and support each other as they strive to improve 

their performance.  

 

Goals 
• Understanding team fundamentals 

• Group problem solving skills 

• Communicating ideas and solutions 

• Building camaraderie and interdependence 

 

Rates 
 

A series of mentally challenging, hands-on  

activities to test and improve your team’s character. 

TEAM WORK 

 

Details 

 

Length: 

90 min +/- OR 3 hours +/-  
 

Activity: 

Light 
 

Location: 

Indoors or outdoors 
 

Group size:  

10-75 people 
 

Includes: 

Complete facilitation, 

participant handouts,  

and event photos. 

Program content: 

TEAM SKILLS 
    

TEAM FUN 
    

TEAM WORK 
    

TEAM SERVE 
    

“Thank you SO much!!! Our girls made it to the State Playoffs for the first time in 

school history. You guys had a fundamental part in that and I would like to thank  

you for a great day!!!”  ~ Northview Varsity Girl's Soccer 

Group <12* 12-34 35-49 50-74 75-114 115-159 160-224 225-300 300+ 

3 hour $660* $55 - - - - - - - 

90 min $600* $50 $46 $41 $37 $32 $27 $22 call 

* Groups under 12 people use the flat rate listed. 12 or more are per person only. 
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Welcome & Warm-Ups (10-15 minutes) Atlanta Chal-

lenge staff welcome participants and set expectations and 

ground rules for the day's events. We then lead some fun 

warm-up activities that break the ice and get the group 

physically and emotionally involved, as well as split them 

into smaller teams for the event if needed.  

The Compass (15-20 minutes) A short interactive conver-

sation about the key ingredients of teamwork, how differ-

ent team members have a stronger affinity for some of 

those ingredients, and how to bring them all together to be 

an unstoppable team. We then use this metaphor through-

out the program to help the team become familiar with this 

powerful tool, and create a culture of success. 

The Quest (60-120 minutes) Teams tackle a series of 

hands-on activities which require brainstorming, collabora-

tion, planning and creative problem-solving. Here are 

some examples of the dozens that we have available: 

Key Punch A task is presented to the group to touch 

all of the spots in the “production area” and certain 

rules or “production processes” will be introduced. The 

ultimate goal is to develop the fastest possible method 

for touching all of the spots and maintain the highest 

level of quality control. 

Bull Ring In this activity participants must transport a 

ball that sits on top of a stake to another stake which is 

about 30 feet away. Here's the tricky part - no one can 

touch the stake or the ball. Your team will have a very 

limited amount of time to accomplish this task. This 

initiative will focus on quality control, communication 

and effective problem solving.  

Maze In this challenge, every person on your team 

must go through a maze within the designated time. 

All participants must find the path to the other side 

through trial and error. There are a few stipulations. 

The object is for the team to learn from each other's 

"successes" and focus on effective problem solving 

through the process of elimination. 

Turn Over a New Leaf In this seemingly simple task, 

the group must create a plan to get everyone from the 

side of the tarp they are all standing on to the other 

side without anyone stepping off. This activity requires 

problem solving skills, communication and effective 

team involvement. 

Closing Debrief & Wrap-up Activity (10-20 minutes) The 

group comes together to acknowledge accomplishments 

of the day and incorporate lessons into real life. We wrap 

up with a meaningful closing activity and team picture. 

TEAM WORK 
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Overview 

Using our proprietary app on a smartphone or tablet, this global treasure 

hunt will take your team to exotic locations all around the world. Once 

they reach a location, teams will tackle a fun, location-themed challenge 

as quickly as they can before moving on to their next mission. We’ve in-

cluded a wide range of activities so that everyone in your group will have 

a great time. The app also allows teams to communicate with each other 

and see everyone’s progress throughout their amazing race event.  

 

Goals 

✓  Understand effective information sharing and task allocation. 

✓  Practice collaborating and working with the unexpected. 

✓  Get to know team mates better while building morale & camaraderie. 

 

Rates 

An amazing app-based race that takes your team on an  

outrageous, high-energy treasure hunt around the world. 

INDOOR / OUTDOOR TEAM FUN 

 

Details 

 

Length: 

2½ - 4 hours 

Activity level: 

Moderate 

Location: 

Indoors and/or outdoors on 

campus or other private 

property. 

Group size: 

35 - 500 people 

Team size: 

6-8 people each 

Includes: 

Complete facilitation, all  

materials, team bandanas, 

event photos and videos. 

Program content: 

TEAM SKILLS 
    

TEAM FUN 
    

TEAM WORK 
    

TEAM BOND 
    

Group <12 13-34 35-49 50-74 75-114 115-159 160-224 225-300 300+ 

w/ iPads - $2,240* $64 $62 $61 $57 $53 $49 call 

BYOD - $1,890* $54 $50 $46 $42 $38 $34 call 

* Groups under 35 people have a flat rate. 35 or more are per person only. 

“We had a wonderful time with you and are very appreciative for all you did 

to make this day so special!  We look forward to returning about this same 

time next year.”   ~ St. Johns School 
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Welcome & Warm-Ups (5-10 minutes) Our staff welcome 

participants to the amazing race event and get everyone 

ready for a great time. We then lead some fun warm-up 

activities that also randomly create small teams.  

Team Up! (5-10 minutes) Teams take a few moments to 

create a name and slogan for their team, and build some 

team spirit and unity.  

Event intro (5 minutes) Our fun and energetic staff give 

the group a quick tutorial on the app and any other event 

components to ensure a smooth start.  

The Race (1-3 hours) Teams solve clues that lead them to 

a series of “destinations,” each with a themed challenge. 

These challenges can be located around a hotel, through-

out a park, or across town. Some of the games in this high

-energy amazing race event include: 

Destination Clues: Teams solve clues in the app to de-

termine their next destination, then dash to the appropriate 

destination to get instructions for their team challenge. 

Road Block Challenges: These pop-up challenges give 

teams an opportunity to earn extra points, but they must 

decide as a team if the extra time is worth the extra points.  

Destination Challenges: When teams “arrive” at destina-

tions, they complete treasure hunt games they are given 

there before moving on. These can include brainteasers, 

trivia, video productions, and a wide variety of hands-on 

activities. Here are a few examples: 

Pyramid Power: Teams travel to Egypt to work on these 

ancient Egyptian themed puzzles. 

Photo Shoot: On a remote tropical island, teams take a 

series of hilarious pictures of themselves acting out vari-

ous jungle scenes. 

Tower Challenge: Teams build a tower to a minimum 

height using only the materials provided. 

Words of Wisdom: Teams act out a success poster, us-

ing quotes from ancient philosophers and matching appar-

el from the age. 

Lost City: Teams move objects through a path among the 

ruins, using only the team device. Patience and planning 

are essential! 

Scoring (5 minutes) Teams return from their amazing 

race event, turn in their materials, and then the final 

scores are dramatically revealed. 

Wrap-Up (5 minutes) We end with a few final thoughts 

and an awesome group picture. 

- - - 

After Party Slideshow If you want to have a more cele-

brational wrap up or just run pictures during dinner, we 

can provide you with a website link so that your team can 

immediately view photos and videos from your event. 
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Overview 

This interactive activity gets students using technology to develop rela-

tionships by interacting with as many people as possible. They will meet 

people as they answer trivia challenges, take photos with other at-

tendees, record group videos, and other fun projects. 

You can use our off-the-shelf version, or we can design custom content 

so that you can collect feedback, present survey questions, and challenge 

teams with tasks that reinforce lessons you will be teaching. 

 

Goals 

✓  Fully engage students. 

✓  Ensure networking between participants.  

✓  Build awareness and recognition of key messages. 

 

Rates 

 

A fun app-based activity that uses photos, videos, trivia and 

surveys to help your group get to know each other better. 

social networking hunt 

“Thank you for such a wonderful day.  We came in with a group that barely 
knew each others names and left with a group that had made lifelong 
bonds.”  ~ Agnes Scott GEMS 

 

Details 

 

Length: 

45-90 minutes 

 

Activity: 

Light 

 

Location: 

Indoors at almost any venue 

 

Group size:  

35-500 people 

 

Includes: 

Complete facilitation,  

event materials, event  

pictures and videos. 

Program content: 

TEAM SKILLS 
    

TEAM FUN 
    

TEAM WORK 
    

TEAM BOND 
    

TEAM FUN 

Group <12 12-34 35-49 50-74 75-114 115-159 160-224 225-300 300+ 

BYOD - - - $25 $22 $19 $16 $12 call 
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Welcome & Warm-Ups (5 minutes) Our staff welcome the 

participants and lead some fun warm-up activities to get 

everyone ready to go.  

App Orientation (2 minutes) We provide everyone with a 

handout that has instructions for downloading the app and 

playing the game. 

Networking! (30-60 minutes) Individuals and/or teams 

earn points by completing tasks in the mobile app. This 

encourages participants to interact with other attendees. 

Some of the challenges available are: 

Photo Missions: These are fun shots participants take 

of themselves with other attendees that fit certain crite-

ria, such as students from a different class or major, who 

live in the same area, or have the same kind of pet.  A 

fun way to meet new people!  

Video Missions:  Participants film creative scenes and  

humorous stunts with many other players. 

Personal Trivia: Everyone has a list of unique things 

they need to find out about other people in the group, 

and enter their name when they find a match. A great 

rapport builder! 

Custom Quizzes: Sets of 3-6 questions on specific  

sessions or class content helps students remember key 

points. A fun and interactive way to improve retention! 

Bespoke Questions: What do you want students to 

think about? Participants can respond to custom ques-

tions in text or with video presentations during the event.  

Virtual Reality: Participants can be instructed to scan 

certain signs, pictures, or materials to see images or 

videos that appear with additional information. A great 

way to introduce new content or campus features!  

Attendee Feedback: Learn what is successful and not 

at your event while it is fresh in attendees’ minds by col-

lecting feedback with polls and questions. 

Scoring (ongoing) A real-time scoreboard can be availa-

ble throughout the event if desired, or turned off to keep 

everyone’s score a mystery until the end.  

Wrap-Up (2 minutes) We announce high scores, distribute  

prizes when available, and wrap up with a group photo. 

social networking hunt 
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“Thank you so much for the teambuilding activity that you hosted for us at our Hall 

Council Retreat.  All of your staff was great and I think our Hall Council Officers real-

ly took a lot from it!” ~ GSU Housing 

0verview 
This immersive and inspiring charity scavenger hunt will help participants 

connect with each other, their surroundings and a higher purpose; driving 

a collaborative, expansive and conscious mindset. Armed with an iPad 

loaded with our award-winning software, teams are challenged to com-

plete a whole range of multimedia tasks to score points that translate into 

donations given to organizations around the world. A great charity scav-

enger hunt! 

 

Rates 

Support service projects around the globe in 

this amazing team charity scavenger hunt 

 

Details 

 

Length: 

2 - 3 hours  

 

Activity: 

Moderate 

 

Location: 

Indoors and/or outdoors 

 

Group size:  

20 - 5,000 people 

 

Team size: 

4 - 6 people each 

 

Includes: 

Donation budget 

 

Program content: 

TEAM SKILLS 
    

TEAM FUN 
    

TEAM WORK 
    

TEAM BOND 
    

INDOOR / OUTDOOR TEAM GIVING 

Group <12* 12-34 35-49 50-74 75-114 115-159 160-224 225-300 300+ 

w/iPads $860* $72 $68 $66 $65 $61 $57 $53 call 

BYOD $740* $62 $58 $54 $50 $46 $42 $38 call 

* Groups under 12 people use the flat rate listed. 12 or more are per person only. 
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Welcome & Warm-Ups (5-10 minutes) Our staff welcome 

the students to their fun service project, and get everyone 

ready for a great event. We then lead some fun warm-up 

activities that also randomly create small teams.  

Team Up! (5-10 minutes) Teams take a few moments to 

create a name and slogan for their team, and build some 

team spirit and unity.  

Event intro (5 minutes) Our fun and professional staff 

give the group a quick tutorial on the app and the other 

event components to ensure a smooth start.  

The Charity Hunt (1-2 hours) Teams use the app to un-

lock and complete tasks to earn “impacts” to donate tangi-

ble benefits to specific causes around the world. Some of 

the charity-themed scavenger hunt games include: 

Helping Hotspots: Each hotspot within the hunt zone is 

dedicated to a specific charity project. Team complete 

tasks at hotspots to earn maximum benefit for their fa-

vorite projects. 

Giving Games: To get participants in the giving mood, 

some activities challenge them to give back in the mo-

ment, such as performing Random Acts of Kindness, 

thanking a service worker, or making a (free) donation. 

Site Snaps: Teams take fun pictures of themselves, 

and sometimes other teams, in these entertaining shots 

that encourage camaraderie and teamwork. 

Value Videos: To practice compassion and other val-

ues, teams shoot short PSAs encouraging others, shar-

ing stories of everyday heroes, and more. 

Staff Challenges: Whenever a team finds one of our 

staff, they can take on bonus missions for big points. 

These short team building activities require good team-

work to be successful. 

Fact Finders: Teams answer trivia questions about the 

local Atlanta area, Georgia, or topics related to the char-

ity project they are benefitting. 

Travel Trivia: Teams solve brain teasers & get to know 

their team mates better in these on-the-go challenges. 

Scoring (5 minutes) Teams turn in their materials, and 

then the final scores are dramatically revealed. 

Wrap-Up (5 minutes) We announce the various ‘impacts’ 

created by group around the world. The winning team then 

chooses which project receives any remaining donation 

credits. We end with a fun closing activity and a great 

group picture.  

- - - 

After Party Slideshow If you want to have a more cele-

brational wrap up to your charity scavenger hunt, or just 

run pictures during dinner, we can provide you with a web-

site link so that your team can immediately view photos 

and videos from your event. 
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Worldwide Service Projects 

INDOOR / OUTDOOR TEAM GIVING 

Some of the projects supported are: 

 

HEALTH 

• Give a Kenyan Child Blindness Prevention Treatment 

• Provide Clean Water to a Person in Malawi  

• Give a Pregnant Woman in Kenya Prenatal Vitamins 

• Provide a Mosquito Net to Prevent Malaria in Cambodia 

• Give Seeds to Help Feed a Child in Malawi 

• Feed an Ethiopian Nursery School Child for a day 

 

EDUCATION 

• Give School Supplies to a Burmese Middle School 

• Provide a Child in India with E-Learning 

• Help a Kenyan Teen Attend High School 

• Provide Sewing Training for Impoverished Women in India 

 

SHELTER 

• Maintain a Sanitary Latrine For School Children in Tanzania 

• Shelter an Impoverished Family in India 

• Plant, Nourish, and Protect a Fruit Tree in India 

• Donate Bricks For School Infrastructure Projects in Cambodia 



Outdoor 

Events 
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0verview 
A Juggernaut is an unstoppable force, and this event is designed to help 

your team become just that: unstoppable! The focus is on the team sup-

porting each other and making group decisions as they tackle a series of 

tough challenges. Mutual support, sharing control, and coaching for 

shared success are necessary to accomplish the tasks. This is the perfect 

program for teams that want the challenge of a ropes course, but with 

more focus on teamwork. 

 

Goals 

• Solving problems with team input  

• Personal and team effectiveness 

• Communicating effectively   

 

Rates 
 

The high adventure portable low ropes course  

for making your team unstoppable. 

 

Details 

 

Length: 

2-3 hours 
 

Activity: 

Moderate 
 

Location: 

Outdoors 

 

Group size: 

10-75 people. 
 

Includes: 

Complete facilitation, all  

materials, team bandanas, 

event photos and videos. 

Program content: 

TEAM SKILLS 
    

TEAM FUN 
    

TEAM WORK 
    

TEAM SERVE 
    

TEAM WORK 

“You rocked it at OTFC!! The team loved the experience and people are still buzzing 

about it!! Several have commented on a new insight!! THANK YOU so much!” 

~ Oconee Fall Line Tech 

Group <12* 15-34 35-49 50-74 75-114 115-159 160-224 225-300 300+ 

Rate $840* $70 $66 - - - - - - 

* Groups under 12 people use the flat rate listed. 12 or more are per person only. 
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Welcome & Warm-Ups (10-15 minutes) Atlanta Chal-

lenge staff welcome the participants and set expectations 

and ground rules for the day's events. We then lead some 

fun warm-up activities that break the ice and get the group 

physically and emotionally involved, as well as split them 

into smaller teams for the event, if needed.  

The Quest (60-120 minutes) Teams tackle a series of 

hands-on activities which require brainstorming, collabora-

tion, planning and creative problem-solving. Here are 

some examples of the dozens that we have available: 

A-Frame The team transports one person across a 

specified area while supporting the frame with the 

hand ropes, building trust and cohesion. 

Swamp Boards The team crosses an area using only 

the boards provided, a project that calls for leadership 

and collaboration. 

The Cube The team passes fellow team mates 

through the cube without anyone touching it, and us-

ing a different route each time. Trust, support and 

good planning are essential here. 

Quad Jam The team stands on the wooden square 

and rearranges themselves without anyone stepping 

off, requiring them to communicate and move together 

to reach their goal. 

Object Retrieval One team member retrieves an ob-

ject from a restricted zone while hanging from a rope 

supported by the rest of the team. This activity re-

quires precise coordination, cooperation and innova-

tion to succeed. 

Closing Debrief & Wrap-up Activity (10-30 minutes) The 

group comes together to acknowledge accomplishments 

of the day and incorporate lessons into real life. We wrap 

up with a meaningful closing activity and team picture. 

TEAM WORK 
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0verview 
This adventure illustrates the importance of good planning, communica-

tion, and utilization of resources in order to achieve team success. Your 

team leads an important recovery mission into an area contaminated by 

biological hazards. Team members use a map, compass and GPS to find 

several sites that contain toxic items that need to be retrieved. When they 

arrive at each location, they will find unique challenges they must engi-

neer a solution to, using only the resources they have decided to bring 

with them. 

 

Goals & 0utcomes 
✓  Utilize problem solving skills to accomplish goals. 

✓  Practice managing resources while being outcome focused. 

✓  Integrate various skills to accomplish more together than alone. 

 

Rates 
 

A true teamwork adventure that requires a wide  

variety of talents for the team to be successful. 

“I really do see a difference in most of our team as a result of our activities. Every-

one remarked that they enjoyed the first day of our retreat, and came away feeling 

like a valid part of the team.” ~ Emory Univ. 

TEAM WORK 

 

Details 

 

Length: 

3 hours +/- 
 

Activity: 

Moderate 
 

Location: 

Outdoors in a park or your 

campus, please call for spe-

cial location requirements. 
 

Group size: 

10-75 people. 
 

Includes: 

Complete facilitation, all  

materials, team bandanas, 

event photos and videos. 

Program content: 

TEAM SKILLS 
    

TEAM FUN 
    

TEAM WORK 
    

TEAM SERVE 
    

Group <12 12-34 35-49 50-74 75-114 115-159 160-224 225-300 300+ 

Rate - $2,275* $65 $60 - - - - - 

* Groups under 35 people use the flat rate listed. 35 or more are per person only. 
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Welcome & Warm-Ups (10-15 minutes) Atlanta Chal-

lenge staff welcome participants and set expectations for 

the event. We then lead some fun warm-up activities that 

also randomly create small teams. 

Mission Training (15-20 minutes) Each team of 8-10 peo-

ple sends different team members to be trained in specific 

skills: GPS, land navigation, mission requirements, and 

expedition gear. When they return to their team, it is up to 

them to share their new expertise and information with 

their team mates. 

Recovery Challenges (2 hours) Upon finding each loca-

tion, the team must develop and implement a strategy for 

recovery of each item using the equipment they have with 

them. These challenges require a great deal of coopera-

tion, trust, and “start to finish” planning to enable the team 

to be successful.  

Pilot – The pilot of the cargo plane that was carrying 

the toxic materials is tangled up in his parachute. The 

team must safely recover the item and the pilot without 

becoming entangled themselves. 

Cabin Pressure – An 8-foot cube that contains addi-

tional dangerous materials has been located. The team 

must retrieve items out of the cube, but without touch-

ing it. Good planning and engineering help here. 

Retention Pond - An item is in the middle of a 30 foot 

wide “retention pond” which is now a toxic environment. 

The team will need to build a safe system for sending 

someone over the pond, keeping them safe and dry 

while retrieving the toxic item. 

Flight Wreckage - This item is located inside of some 

jagged pieces of wreckage from the airplane. Due to 

the heat and toxicity, the team will need to create a 

unique solution to this problem. 

Fund Raising While performing their recoveries, teams 

will also earn “revenue” points by taking assigned pictures 

of their team in action, collecting information from the local 

population, and discovering information about their team-

mates. Being able to multi-task is a key ingredient to suc-

cess. 

Unexpected disasters While making their way to the vari-

ous contamination sites, your team will encounter other 

challenges besides the “official” recoveries, because you 

never know what’s going to happen AFTER you make 

your plans! 

Exposure - Several team members are suddenly ex-

posed to a toxic cloud, rendering them blind, mute or 

suffering from some other malady for a period of time. 

Stretcher - Someone on the team needs to be carried 

to safety, using only a rope and whatever else your 

team has on hand to build a stretcher. 

Group Presentations (15 minutes) Teams meet at the 

final rendezvous location to share their experiences and 

lessons in short, entertaining presentations or in a more 

involved group conversation. 
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0verview 
This is a team building event and service project combined into one excit-

ing program. Teams of 8-10 participants overcome a series of challenges 

in order to retrieve the parts for a child’s bicycle which they assemble and 

then donate to a local charity. There are also bonus challenges where 

teams can earn accessories for their bikes. The challenges are a combi-

nation of proven, high-energy, problem-solving initiatives and mental chal-

lenges that will help your team identify the behaviors of optimum team-

work. The goal of donating a completed bicycle is a great metaphor for 

staying focused on the big picture. 

 

Goals 
✓  Give back to the community in a meaningful way. 

✓  Reinforce the importance of staying focused on the primary goal. 

✓  Identify key teamwork behaviors and implement them more effectively. 

 

Rates 
 

Build bikes for military families while your  

students builds their commitment to excellence. 

TM 

 

Details 

 

Length: 

3-4 hours 
 

Activity: 

Moderate 
 

Location: 

Outdoors 

 

Group size: 

35-300 people 
 

Includes: 

Complete facilitation, team 

bandanas, toys, delivery to 

charity, event photos and 

videos. 

Program content: 

TEAM SKILLS 
    

TEAM FUN 
    

TEAM WORK 
    

TEAM SERVE 
    

OUTDOOR CHARITY 

“We want to express a HUGE THANK YOU for our time together. The bike challenge 

was so thoughtfully and well put together that our students RAVED about their expe-

rience!!”  ~ Westminster School 

Group <12 12-34 35-49 50-74 75-114 115-159 160-224 225-300 300+ 

Rate - - - $66 $63 $60 $56 $52 call 
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Welcome & Warm-Ups (5-10 minutes) Atlanta Challenge 

staff welcome the participants and set expectations for the 

event. We then lead some fun warm-up activities that also 

randomly create teams.  

Team Up (5-10 minutes) Each team creates a name and 

slogan which represent their commitment to success and 

teamwork. The teams review the event materials and dis-

cuss what their strategy will be for the event.  

Recovery Challenges (90-120 minutes) Teams attempt 

to recover the parts for their bike by completing a series of 

six challenges. These activities are more mentally than 

physically challenging. 

Crane: Teams stretch their creative thinking and prob-

lem solving skills to retrieve the bike part from the con-

taminated area using only the equipment provided. 

Boardwalk: Your team must use planning, trust and 

unified effort to retrieve the bike part from the center 

section of a complex of narrow wooden beams. 

Rat Race: The fumes in this area are so strong that 

everyone entering it must wear protective eye cover-

ings, and trust their teammates to communicate the 

proper path while they retrieve the bicycle part from 

the infested area. 

Step Lightly: Your team must use the resources 

available to them to cross the toxic sludge safely and 

retrieve the bicycle part without touching the floor. 

Secure Transfer: Using the tools provided, careful 

attention to detail, and a little perseverance, teams 

rescue bike parts from the contaminated container. 

Swamp Crossing: Your entire team must support 

each other and work together to cross the snake in-

fested swamp to recover your bike part. 

Accessory Challenges Teams complete additional chal-

lenges to earn points for purchasing accessories for their 

bike (helmets, horns, lights, etc.). 

Trivia: Teams solve themed trivia questions (hopefully 

without their phones) to earn points for accessories. 

Brainteasers: Teams work on this collection of vari-

ous brain challenges for extra points as they complete 

the other challenges.  

Facilitator Challenges: Teams perform outrageous 

bonus challenges that our facilitators must photograph 

for points to be awarded. 

Assembly (15 minutes) Teams assemble and inspect 

their bicycles. 

Group Presentations (15 minutes) All teams come to-

gether to share their experiences and lessons in short, 

entertaining presentations. Always a lot of fun! 

Bike Acceptance (5 minutes) For large groups, a repre-

sentative from the charity speaks to the group about 

where the bikes are going, and thanks the group for their 

efforts. With smaller groups our staff share this infor-

mation. 

Wrap-Up (5-15 minutes) At the end of the program, the 

teams all come together to share their experiences and 

lessons they have learned in short, entertaining presenta-

tions. We end with a group picture with the bikes. 

TM 

OUTDOOR CHARITY 
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Overview 

Teams get an up close experience with all of the amazing displays and 

gardens while also having a fun competition against the other teams. 

They’ll race at their own speed as they saunter through the garden an-

swering trivia, taking pictures, recording videos and completing nature-

themed challenges.  

 

Goals & Outcomes 

✓  Have a great time exploring the gardens! 

✓  Get to know team mates better. 

✓  Just plain have fun! 

 

Rates 

Explore the wonders of the Atlanta Botanical Garden 

in this exciting high-tech scavenger hunt. 

OUTDOOR TEAM FUN 

 

Details 

 

Length: 

2 - 3 hours 

 

Activity level: 

Moderate 

 

Location: 

Atlanta Botanical Gardens 

 

Group size: 

10 - 500 people 

 

Team size: 

4 - 6 people each 

Program content: 

TEAM SKILLS 
    

TEAM FUN 
    

TEAM WORK 
    

TEAM BOND 
    

Group <12* 12-34 35-49 50-74 75-114 115-159 160-224 225-300 300+ 

w/iPads $720 $60 $56 $54 $53 $49 $45 $41 call 

BYOD $600 $50 $46 $42 $38 $34 $30 $26 call 

 
* Groups under 12 people use the flat rate listed. 12 or more are per person only. 
  Venue admission not included. 

“Thank you again for putting on a terrific event for our wrestlers this weekend!  You 

guys are quintessential professionals, and I could not be more pleased with the way 

things went.”  ~ St. Pius X 
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Welcome & Warm-Ups (5-10 minutes) Our staff welcome 

the participants to the Botanical Garden and get everyone 

ready for a great team scavenger hunt. We then lead 

some fun warm-up activities and create small teams.  

Team Up! (5-10 minutes) Teams take a few moments to 

create a natural name and slogan for their team, and build 

some team spirit and unity.  

Event intro (5 minutes) Our fun and energetic staff give 

the group a quick tutorial on the app and other event com-

ponents to ensure a smooth start.  

The Gardens Scavenger Hunt (1-2 hours) Teams use 

the map and other features at in the gardens to unlock a 

wide assortment of challenges. Activities include: 

Photo Shoot: Teams seek out the perfect place to take 

these team pics, posing with various exhibits and creat-

ing nature-inspired scenes. 

Natural Trivia: Release your inner biologist as you find 

answers to a wide variety of nature based trivia. 

Facilitator Challenges: Find an Atlanta Challenge facili-

tator to earn bonus missions and big points. 

Brainteasers: Teams test their mental acuity with this 

assortment of plant & nature puzzlers as they travel. 

Tribe Trivia: Teams seek out interesting information 

about their team mates, other teams, and anyone else 

they can find that fits the description they’re seeking. 

Nature News: Using their app and tablet, teams film 

amusing video shorts about a range of fun outdoor and 

flora-themed topics. 

Scoring (5 minutes) Teams turn in their materials, then 

the final scores are dramatically revealed. 

Wrap-Up (5 minutes) We end with a few final thoughts 

and an awesome group picture. 

- - - 

After Party Slideshow If you want to have a more cele-

brational wrap up to your outdoor scavenger hunt, or just 

run pictures during dinner, we can provide a website link 

so you can immediately view photos and videos from your 

event. 
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0verview 
Teams explore, learn and compete in a unique campus scavenger hunt 

that gets students working together in a fun way right at your school, col-

lege, or camp. Utilizing our app on an iPad or smartphone, teams work 

together to find secret locations, uncover challenges, answer trivia, take 

hilarious pictures, create fun videos, and complete hands-on missions in 

a variety of treasure hunt games. A campus scavenger hunt is a perfect 

way to have a fun “outing” while avoiding traffic and maximizing your time. 

 

Great for 
• Campus orientation programs 

• On-site “field trips” 

 

Rates 

Students work together to find and solve a wide range 

of challenges in this high-tech campus scavenger hunt 

 

Details 

 

Length: 

2 - 3 hours 
 

Activity level: 

Moderate 
 

Location: 

Outdoors - at your campus. 

Can include some indoor ele-

ments. 
 

Group size: 

35 - 500 people 
 

Team size: 

6 - 7 people each 

Program content: 

TEAM SKILLS 
    

TEAM FUN 
    

TEAM WORK 
    

TEAM SERVE 
    

OUTDOOR TEAM FUN 

“Thank you for sending me the pictures-they were hilarious. Our team is doing very 

well and everybody loved the scavenger hunt. We will most likely be coming back 

again next year. Thanks!”  ~ Delta Sigma 

Group <12* 12-34 35-49 50-74 75-114 115-159 160-224 225-300 300+ 

w/iPads $720* $60 $56 $54 $53 $49 $45 $41 call 

BYOD $600* $50 $46 $42 $38 $34 $30 $26 call 

* Groups under 12 people use the flat rate listed. 12 or more are per person only. 
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Welcome & Warm-Ups (5-10 minutes) Our staff welcome 

everyone to their campus scavenger hunt and get every-

one ready for a great event. We then lead some fun warm-

up activities that also randomly create small teams.  

Team Up! (5-10 minutes) Teams take a few moments to 

create a name and slogan for their team, and build some 

team spirit and unity.  

Event intro (5 minutes) Our fun and energetic staff give 

the group a quick tutorial on the app and any other event 

components to ensure a smooth start.  

The Campus Hunt (1-2 hours) Teams use interactive 

maps in the app and items on campus to unlock a variety 

of challenges. Popular scavenger hunt activities include: 

Photo Missions: These are fun pictures that teams take 

of themselves, and sometimes other teams, doing specific 

things or in certain locations to help stretch their creativity 

and their camaraderie. 

Facilitator Challenges: Teams have the opportunity to do 

these bonus challenges whenever they find an Atlanta 

Challenge facilitator in the area. 

Find ‘Ems: Teams search for items from a list, but the 

descriptions are a bit vague and open to interpretation. 

Team Trivia: Participants get to know the people on their 

team, and other teams, a little better. 

Facilitator Challenges: Teams have the opportunity to do 

these bonus challenges whenever they find an Atlanta 

Challenge facilitator in the area. 

Rendezvous Challenges: These team-against-team chal-

lenges take place at a scheduled time and a specific loca-

tion. 

Brainteasers: Teams work on this collection of various 

mental challenges for extra points as they travel. Partici-

pants apply critical & creative thinking, and plan how to fit 

the extra projects into existing schedules. 

Scoring (5 minutes) Teams turn in their materials, and 

then the final team scavenger hunt scores are dramatically 

revealed. 

Wrap-Up (5 minutes) We end with a few final thoughts 

and an awesome group picture. 

- - - 

After Party Slideshow If you want to have a more cele-

brational wrap up, or just run pictures during dinner, we 

can provide you with a website link so that your team can 

immediately view photos and videos from your event. 

- - - 

Optional Content Challenges These bonus tasks are 

strategically sprinkled throughout the hunt. They are a 

combination of quizzes, open-ended questions and videos 

of the team role playing the topic. You receive a report 

that shows the various answers given so you can track 

feedback. 

LEADERSHIP TRACK Develop leadership skills such as 

motivation, problem solving, coaching, and more. 

TEAMWORK TRACK Build a better team through com-

munication, collaboration, 

STRENGTHS TRACK Participants identify and utilize their 

own strengths, and learn to appreciate the strengths of 

others. 
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Overview 

This exciting outdoor scavenger hunt gives your team an opportunity to 

explore one of Atlanta’s amazing parks. Armed with a tablet or 

smartphone as your guide, teams race to earn points by solving clues, 

taking pictures, answering trivia, and completing surprise challenges. 

While they travel, teams can see where other teams are on their GPS 

map, know everyone’s score, and send text messages for added fun. 

 

Goals & Outcomes 

✓  Have fun as a team. 

✓  Enjoy a hunt and a meal in an all-in-one location. 

 

Rates 

Explore Atlanta’s finest outdoor shopping areas while  

competing in an app-based mall scavenger hunt. 

OUTDOOR TEAM FUN 

 

Details 

 

Length: 

2 - 3 hours 

 

Activity level: 

Moderate 

 

Location: 

• Atlantic Station 

• Avalon in Alpharetta 

• Buckhead Shoppes 

• Emory Pointe 

 

Group size: 

10 - 200 people 

 

Team size: 

4 - 6 people each 

Program content: 

TEAM SKILLS 
    

TEAM FUN 
    

TEAM WORK 
    

TEAM BOND 
    

OUTDOOR MALL DASH 

Group <12* 12-34 35-49 50-74 75-114 115-159 160-224 225-300 300+ 

w/iPads $720 $60 $56 $54 $53 $49 $45 $41 call 

BYOD $600 $50 $46 $42 $38 $34 $30 $26 call 

* Groups under 12 people use the flat rate listed. 12 or more are per person only. 

“Thank you so much for the teambuilding activity that you hosted for us at 

our Hall Council Retreat.  All of your staff was great and I think our Hall 

Council Officers really took a lot from it! “  ~  GSU 
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Welcome & Warm-Ups (5-10 minutes) Our staff welcome 

the participants to the mall and get everyone ready for a 

great event. We then lead some fun warm-up activities 

that also randomly create small teams.  

Team Up! (5-10 minutes) Teams take a few moments to 

create a name and slogan for their team, and build some 

team spirit and unity.  

Event intro (5 minutes) Our fun and energetic staff give 

the group a quick tutorial on the app and any other event 

components to ensure a smooth start.  

The Hunt (1-2 hours) Teams use interactive maps in the 

app and physical features within the mall to unlock a multi-

tude of mall scavenger hunt activities. Challenges include: 

Celebrity Encounters: Whenever teams find an Atlanta 

Challenge facilitator in the hunt area, they will take a 

group photo with a surprise celebrity! 

Brand Awareness: Teams try to find and identify various 

logos of popular brands around the area. They’ll need to 

keep a sharp eye out. 

Photo Fun: An essential part of any mall scavenger 

hunt, teams find the perfect location and strike their best 

pose in these fun photo challenges. Mannequin copy 

cats, window shopping, fashion faux-pas, optical illusions 

and more are everywhere to be found. 

Brainteasers: Teams work on this collection of various 

mental challenges for extra points as they travel, which 

ensures that everyone has something to do that requires 

their unique strengths. 

Mall-rat Trivia: Teams answer trivia questions about 

different brands, stores and other interesting hotspots 

within the hunt zone. 

Viral Video: Creativity abounds in these projects. Teams 

complete the cat walk challenge, fashion critiques, and 

movie reenactments to name just a few. 

Rendezvous Challenges: Our facilitators are tucked 

away in hidden corners of the mall, waiting to give teams 

some fashion-themed challenges. 

Scoring (5 minutes) Teams reconvene at the starting ar-

ea, and scores for the team building scavenger hunt are 

announced and celebrated. 

Wrap-Up (10 minutes) We end with a fun closing activity 

and a great group picture. 

- - - 

After Party Slideshow If you want to have a more cele-

brational wrap up, or just run pictures during dinner, we 

can provide you with a website link so that your team can 

immediately view photos and videos from your event. 

 

OUTDOOR MALL DASH 
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Three great locations to choose from. 

 

Atlantic Station - Downtown Plenty of 

shops, restaurants, meeting venues and open 

green spaces make this a fun place to explore. 

The nearby Millennium Gate Museum adds a dra-

matic touch to this convenient site. 

 Shoppes at Buckhead A walkable city 

sanctuary where art, style and ambiance con-

verge. Small city parks, several great restaurants, 

and bistro tables on canopied sidewalks create an 

elegant venue for your team outing. 

OUTDOOR MALL DASH 

Avalon - Alpharetta A unique gem on the 

north side of town! Plentiful shops, restaurants 

and other attractions create the perfect canvas for 

a mall scavenger hunt, or even an entire day ex-

cursion for your team. 

Emory Pointe Enjoy this great little mall area 

that sits on the Emory campus next to the Emory 

Conference Center and across the street from the 

CDC. Perfect location for a hunt and a great meal. 
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0verview 
This exciting outdoor scavenger hunt gives your team an opportunity to 

explore one of Atlanta’s amazing parks. Armed with a tablet or 

smartphone as your guide, teams race to earn points by solving clues, 

taking pictures, answering trivia, and completing surprise challenges. 

While they travel, teams can see where other teams are on their GPS 

map, know everyone’s score, and send text messages for added fun. 

 

Rates 

Get outside and explore the great free parks around  

Atlanta in this rousing outdoor scavenger hunt for teams. 

“Thank you so much for putting a great event together! Everyone really 

seemed to have a blast! Y’all did a wonderful job, and we appreciate it.”   

~ St. John’s School 

 

Details 

 

Length: 

2 - 3 hours 

 

Activity level: 

Moderate 

 

Location: 

Outdoors 

(see sites list) 

 

Group size: 

10 - 500 people 

 

Team size: 

4 - 6 people each 

Program content: 

TEAM SKILLS 
    

TEAM FUN 
    

TEAM WORK 
    

TEAM BOND 
    

OUTDOOR TEAM FUN 

Group <12* 12-34 35-49 50-74 75-114 115-159 160-224 225-300 300+ 

w/iPads $720 $60 $56 $54 $53 $49 $45 $41 call 

BYOD $600 $50 $46 $42 $38 $34 $30 $26 call 

* Groups under 12 people use the flat rate listed. 12 or more are per person only. 
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Welcome & Warm-Ups (5-10 minutes) Our staff welcome 

the participants to the park and get everyone ready for a 

great team building scavenger hunt. We then lead some 

fun warm-up activities that also randomly create small 

teams.  

Team Up! (5-10 minutes) Teams take a few moments to 

create an outdoorsy name and slogan for their team, and 

build some team spirit and unity.  

Event intro (5 minutes) Our fun and professional staff 

give the group a quick tutorial on the app and the other 

event components to ensure a smooth start.  

The Hunt (1-2 hours) Teams use the GPS map in the app 

and features within the park to unlock a series of challeng-

es. Possible outdoor scavenger hunt activities include: 

Route Hints: In their iPads, teams have a list of hints 

they can solve to find secret hotspots around the park 

where trivia and other challenges will pop up. 

Photo Missions: These are fun shots teams take of 

themselves with various features in the park, like hang-

ing out by the lake, admiring or imitating statues, appre-

ciating wildlife, and other outdoor experiences. 

Live Footage: These whacky video projects will get the 

outdoorsman (or woman) laughing as they try to film 

scenes such as Hanging with Bigfoot, The Croc Hunter, 

and Alien Encounter. 

Questions: At several hotspots around the park, the 

app will give teams timed trivia challenges about the 

surrounding area. Quick thinking and teamwork are key 

to getting high scores! 

Wildlife Encounters: Teams have the opportunity to do 

these bonus challenges whenever they find an Atlanta 

Challenge facilitator in the park. 

Puzzles: We want the brainiacs on your team to have 

fun too, so we include natural themed brainteasers, park 

trivia, Atlanta trivia and other mental challenges.  

Scoring (5 minutes) The teams meet up to turn in their 

materials, then the final scores are dramatically revealed. 

- - - 

After Party Slideshow If you want to have a more cele-

brational wrap up to your team scavenger hunt, or just run 

pictures during dinner, we can provide a website link so 

that your team can immediately view photos and videos 

from your event. 
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0ur favorite parks for urban iPad team scavenger hunts. 

 

Piedmont Park Atlanta’s version of Central 

Park is an amazing gem in the heart of the city. 

This greatly varied site has open lawns, majestic 

trees, a lake, and much more. Convenient to 

many restaurants and hotels. 

 Centennial Olympic Park See a huge 

variety of monuments and icons from the games, 

as well as open spaces, shady trees and amazing 

fountains. Within walking distance of major down-

town attractions. 

   

Grant Park Neighboring Zoo Atlanta is this 

wonderful little park full of great trees, open play 

areas, water features, and a lot less traffic than 

the bigger name parks in the area. Includes plenty 

of free and easy parking! 

 Freedom Park This amazing park joins the 

Martin Luther King Center and the Carter Presi-

dential Library along the Beltline. Over 200 acres 

of rolling greenspace and permanent art installa-

tions make this park a great find. 
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Overview 

Explore, learn, compete, and have fun in this unique safari-themed scav-

enger hunt team building. Using our amazing app on a tablet or 

smartphone, teams race through Zoo Atlanta in order to outscore the 

competition in this fun and fast-paced program. They will solve clues, an-

swer trivia, find hidden challenges, take pictures of their team doing outra-

geous things, and compete in mini tasks - all with an animal theme. This 

is interactive learning and fun at its best!  

 

Goals & Outcomes 

✓  Develop group decision-making processes. 

✓  Work together to achieve a common goal. 

✓  Have a lot of fun while exploring the zoo! 

 

Rates 

Enjoy an amazing high-tech scavenger hunt with 

a wide variety of fun challenges at Zoo Atlanta. 

OUTDOOR TEAM FUN 

 

Details 

 

Length: 

2 - 3 hours 

 

Activity level: 

Moderate 

 

Location: 

Zoo Atlanta 

 

Group size: 

10 - 500 people 

 

Team size: 

4 - 6 people each 

Program content: 

TEAM SKILLS 
    

TEAM FUN 
    

TEAM WORK 
    

TEAM BOND 
    

Group <12* 12-34 35-49 50-74 75-114 115-159 160-224 225-300 300+ 

w/iPads $720 $60 $56 $54 $53 $49 $45 $41 call 

BYOD $600 $50 $46 $42 $38 $34 $30 $26 call 

 
* Groups under 12 people use the flat rate listed. 12 or more are per person only. 
  Venue admission not included. 

“THANK YOU for your team's hard work and flexibility! Your staff was so sweet and 

helpful and energetic! I could not have asked for a better experience and I look for-

ward to continuing to work with Atlanta Challenge!”  ~ Emmanuel College 
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Welcome & Warm-Ups (5-10 minutes) Our staff welcome 

the participants to the safari and get everyone ready for a 

great team scavenger hunt. We then lead some fun warm-

up activities that also randomly create small teams.  

Team Up! (5-10 minutes) Teams take a few moments to 

create a wild name and slogan for their team, and build 

some team spirit and unity.  

Event intro (5 minutes) Our fun and energetic staff give 

the group a quick tutorial on the app and any other event 

components to ensure a smooth start.  

The Safari Scavenger Hunt (1-2 hours) Teams use the 

map within the app and features at the zoo to unlock chal-

lenges in their scavenger hunt. Activities include: 

Photo Safari: Teams seek out the perfect place to take 

these team pics, posing with various exhibits, animals 

and other themed settings. 

Animal Trivia: Release your inner zoologist as you find 

answers to a wide variety of animal based trivia. 

Facilitator Challenges: Find an Atlanta Challenge facili-

tator to earn bonus missions and big points. 

Brainteasers: Teams test their mental acuity with this 

assortment of wildlife puzzlers as they travel. 

Tribe Trivia: Teams seek out interesting information 

about their team mates, other teams, and anyone else 

they can find that fits the description they’re seeking. 

Landmarks: Teams identify close-ups of a variety of 

landmarks inside the zoo. 

Nature News: Using their app and tablet, teams film 

amusing video shorts about a range of fun outdoor 

themed topics and wildlife encounters. 

Scoring (5 minutes) Teams turn in their materials, then 

the final scores are dramatically revealed. 

Wrap-Up (5 minutes) We end with a few final thoughts 

and an awesome group picture. 

- - - 

After Party Slideshow If you want to have a more cele-

brational wrap up to your outdoor scavenger hunt, or just 

run pictures during dinner, we can provide a website link 

so you can immediately view photos and videos from your 

event. 
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0verview 
The Survivor Games are a collection of wild and action-filled events that 

will have your group laughing and strategizing together. Games such as 

Terrible Tiki, Monsoon Monolith and Coconut Battle make this a unique 

and memorable event. Each tribe competes for their team honor, while 

trying to eliminate-or conspire with-their opponents! The winning tribe is 

determined by overall success, not elimination, which keeps everyone 

involved right up to the ending ceremony.  

 

Goals 
• Having fun together 

• Good natured competition 

 

Rates 
 

Build your team’s enthusiasm and competitive spirit 

as they endeavor to survive as a team. 

 

Details 

 

Length: 

3 hours 
 

Activity: 

Moderate 
 

Location: 

Outdoors 

 

Group size: 

75-300 people. 
 

Includes: 

Complete facilitation, all  

materials, team bandanas, 

event photos and videos. 

Program content: 

TEAM SKILLS 
    

TEAM FUN 
    

TEAM WORK 
    

TEAM SERVE 
    

OUTDOOR TEAM FUN: GAMES 

“Thank you! the kids are still talking about how much fun they had. Your staff made 

our  activity a success in many ways! I hope we will be able to do this again in the 

future.”  ~ Youth Build 

Group <12 12-34 35-49* 50-74 75-114 115-159 160-224 225-300 300+ 

Rate - - - $55 $50 $45 $40 $35 call 

* Groups under 50 people use the flat rate listed. 50 or more are per person only. 
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Welcome & Warm-Ups (20-30 minutes) Atlanta Chal-

lenge staff welcome the participants and set expectations 

for the event. We then lead some fun warm-up activities 

that also randomly create small teams of 8-10 people.  

Tribe Up! (10 minutes) Each team creates a name and 

war-cry which represent their commitment to success and 

teamwork. They also create a team flag that they proudly 

carry throughout the games, and get to take with them at 

the end of the day. 

Team Games (60-180 minutes)  

Some possibilities include: 

Monsoon Monolith: Teams build the tallest tower they 

can before the other team(s), but they must also 

transport their tower several feet without it falling down. 

Coconut Battle: Food is scarce in the jungle, as teams 

discover while they battle over a limited supply of 

“coconuts” to provide for their team. 

Flamingo Fight: Teams outlast each other while 

standing on “stumps” on one leg, while they throw  their 

arsenal at the opposing team. 

Tiki Take-Down: Teams use blow guns to fire at the 

opposing team’s collection of tikis, while avoiding get-

ting tagged by the other team (think jungle laser tag). 

Voodoo Volley: Teams defend their island from the 

incoming hexed items launched by another team, while 

sending them back as fast as they can. 

Knot So Fast: Teams tie a series of knots while trying 

to beat the clock, and the other team. Sometimes the 

rope is rather large! 

Half Time Show (optional) (20-30 minutes) To ensure 

that no one gets over heated, we take a short, entertaining 

break half way through the program. Each team develops 

a short Jungle-Fever themed show for the group. 

Voting (on-going) After each challenge, teams earn bal-

lots instead of points. They use these to vote against other 

teams throughout the event. At the end, the team with the 

fewest votes against them wins. 

Winner Presentation We acknowledge the high scoring 

team for each game, and our overall jungle surviving 

team. 

Wrap-Up (10-15 minutes) The Tribes come together at the 

end to share their insights about what it takes to be a suc-

cessful warrior (team player) and how they need to work 

together to be a successful tribe (team). 

 

OUTDOOR TEAM FUN: GAMES 
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0verview 
The Viking Games is a boisterous and outrageous team event that will 

have students laughing and working together in a series of very unique 

competitive events. Games such as the Catapult Challenge, Crossbow 

Tag and Sword Duels make this a unique and memorable event. Each 

Viking Clan competes for their team honor, and the glory of victory! After-

wards, we talk about what it takes to be a team player and being commit-

ted to going the distance for your team. 

 

Goals 
• Having fun together 

• Good natured competition 

 

Rates 
 

Build your team’s energy and excitement as  

they become true teamwork warriors. 

 

Details 

 

Length: 

3 hours 
 

Activity: 

Moderate 
 

Location: 

Outdoors 

 

Group size: 

75-300 people. 
 

Includes: 

Complete facilitation, all  

materials, team bandanas, 

event photos and videos. 

Program content: 

TEAM SKILLS 
    

TEAM FUN 
    

TEAM WORK 
    

TEAM SERVE 
    

OUTDOOR TEAM FUN: GAMES 

“Thank you for everything you did to make our day a success. Your time, energy and 

support were outstanding. It was by far one of our best outings ever. I look forward 

to working with you again in the near future.” ~ Holy Innocents School 

Group <12 12-34 35-49* 50-74 75-114 115-159 160-224 225-300 300+ 

Rate - - - $55 $50 $45 $40 $35 call 

* Groups under 50 people use the flat rate listed. 50 or more are per person only. 
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Welcome & Warm-Ups (20-30 minutes) Atlanta Chal-

lenge staff welcome the participants and set expectations 

for the event. We then lead some fun warm-up activities 

that also randomly create teams of 8-10 people.  

Team Up (5-10 minutes) Each team creates a name and 

war-cry which represent their commitment to success and 

teamwork.   

Team Games (60-180 minutes) Some possibilities in-

clude: 

Catapult Dodge Ball: Using their bungee-powered 

catapult, teams try to knock down an opposing clan’s 

castle while racing to build their own castle under fire. 

Sword Duel: Opponents face off in the sword duel ring, 

but the rest of each clan can reach in and take a swing 

as well. Only cunning warriors will be victorious! 

Rat Golf: A fast-paced, group scoring field game. 

Battle Bowling: This is a combination of bowling and 

dodge ball, with a Viking battle at sea storyline. 

Quarter Staff Fight: Partners try to knock opposing 

team members off a set of logs, while dodging the in-

coming pillows of the non-fighting participants. 

Crossbow Tag: A medieval version of paintball. Clans 

race to gather ammunition (foam darts) and then 

launch them at the opposing team. Coordination, coop-

eration, accuracy, and strategy are key to success! 

Half Time Show (optional) (20-30 minutes) To ensure 

that no one gets overheated, we take a brief, entertaining 

break half way through the program. Each team develops 

a short, Viking-themed show to present to the group. 

Medal Presentation Gold medals are presented to the 

overall highest scoring team, and we acknowledge the 

high scoring team for each game. 

Wrap-Up (10-15 minutes) The Vikings come together at 

the end to share their insights about what it takes to be a 

successful Viking (team player) and how they need to 

work together to be a successful clan (team). 

OUTDOOR TEAM FUN: GAMES 
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Indoor Events 

Category Event Description 

TEAM  
SKILLS    

Team R.E.S.P.E.C.T. A half-day workshop that creates stronger sense of unity and respect. 

Team Player Half-day team development workshop based on the Teamwork Compass® 

Save The Day A fun way to internalize personal strengths and appreciate what others have to offer. 

   

LEADER  
SKILLS   

Leadership Challenge A series of team challenges & conversations to develop a leadership mindset. 

Unstoppable  Help students overcome barriers and see their own potential. 

   

CHARITY  
SERVICE  

PROJECTS  

Charity Networking Teams complete a variety of challenges to earn items to donate to charity. 

Giving Game Show Earn credits in our fun Game Show that support service projects all around the world. 

Some Assembly Break out of silos and increase team effectiveness while giving back. 

TEAMS for STEAM Assemble projects to donate to STEAM programs, then use them in fun competitions.  

   

JUST  
FOR 
FUN  

Amazing World Race Collaborate to solve clues and challenges in a high-energy, competitive race. 

Driven To Succeed Breaking out of silos with a fun, competitive activity. 

Escape Room A fun, challenging escape room, but with more team building and no traveling. 

Game Show Enjoy a fun competition with a mixture of trivia, hands-on challenges and more. 

Social Networking Hunt A fun high-tech get-to-know-you energizer to liven up your next mixer. 

Team Renovation A fun app-based “before-and-after” project to expand a team’s strengths. 

Win It In Minutes Get wild in our hilarious hands-on group stunts and races against the clock. 

Category Event Description 

HANDS-ON      

Breaking News Engage creativity and collaboration as teams create a sensational news story. 

Furious Birds A fun hands-on design project followed by launched chaos and competition. 

Team Makeover A fun app-based team renovation production to expand a team’s strengths. 

Teamwork Quest Enhance teamwork skills through a series of team challenges & conversations. 

   

CHARITY  World of Giving A scavenger hunt that earns credits to support charities around the world. 

   

FUN  Race Around The World An amazing app-based race that takes your team all around the world. 

Indoor/0utdoor or Both 
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0utdoor Events 

Category Event Description 

HUNTS   

Botanical Garden Hunt Explore the Atlanta Botanical Garden in this nature themed hunt. 

Campus App Hunt An app-based hunt customized for your campus and your content. 

Outdoor Mall Hunt Shopping and celebrity themed hunt through a local outdoor mall. 

Public Park Romp Explore Piedmont Park, Centennial Park, Freedom Park and others. 

Zoo Atlanta Hunt Explore Zoo Atlanta in this wild safari themed hunt. 

   

FIELD 
GAMES  

Viking Games Compete to be the most victorious team in head-to-head challenges. 

Survivor Games Out perform the competition in fun games and vote the competitors off the island. 

   

CHARITY  
SERVICE 

PROJECTS 

Operation Bicycle Recover bike parts from a variety of challenges and donate the bikes. 

World of Giving App-based hunt that raises money for service projects all around the world. 

   

TEAM WORK 
ACTIVITIES 

Juggernaut Develop teamwork using our portable adventure-based challenges.  

Outbreak Find and recover lost contaminated vials from within “dangerous” locations. 

Teamwork Quest Enhance teamwork through a series of team challenges & conversations. 
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Notes: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


